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Introduction

For some people, seeing some Java code for Selenium-RC on the web, does not help as they don't know how to use it. They don't know:

- where to put the code,
- what a package is,
- how to run the code,
- how to install an IDE

So in this guide I present, in simple steps and supported by screen shots, the fundamental knowledge required to program Selenium tests in Java.

Once you have the basics, we move on to exploring common Selenium API commands and how to automate HTML pages, Forms and JavaScript enabled web applications.

I assume no previous knowledge of Java, or Automated Testing.

This book covers Selenium 1.0.3 the mature and stable version of Selenium. The Selenium 1.0.3 branch is likely to remain stable and static. The newer version of Selenium – Selenium 2.0 is still undergoing heavy development, so we cover this in the “The Future of Selenium” Chapter towards the end of the book.

Be assured that Selenium 1.0.3 is more than capable of automating your web applications. Indeed Selenium 2.0 supports the API used in Selenium 1.0.x, so everything you learn here, you can use in Selenium 2.0 when it matures.

I have chosen Java as the programming language because it is the language that the Selenium Server is written in (so by understanding Java you can understand Selenium more readily). It is also mature and very well supported by IDEs (Integrated Development Environments) which make coding simple for a beginner.

Getting the Source-code

This book takes a tutorial approach. So we present a lot of source-code. To save you having to type it all out – although there are benefits in doing this. You can download the source-code from:

- http://www.compendiumdev.co.uk/selenium/initialSeleniumTests_JUNIT.zip
- http://www.compendiumdev.co.uk/selenium/finalChapterSource.zip

Follow the instructions in “Appendix B - Playing along at home” on page 340 to install the source-code.

This way, if you are following the explanations and typing in the code, should you get stuck, you can compare your source-code to that in the 'official' archive.

For Chapter 37 “Structuring the tests and code” on page 308, where we make our testing 'production' quality, the source-code can be downloaded from the public subversion repository

- http://svn2.xp-dev.com/svn/seleniumsimplified

This is the same code provided in finalChapterSource.zip listed above.
This is hosted on a free subversion server provided by http://www.xp-dev.com/

**Windows, Linux or Mac**

This book takes a Windows centric view of the world. So the main text assumes you are working on a Windows system and all screen shots have been taken on a Windows system.

This was purely to limit the install explanations for software. All the tools listed are available for Linux and Mac systems: Eclipse, Firefox, the various Firefox plug-ins, Selenium.

If you visit the various tool websites and follow the install instructions for your particular platform then you should still be able to follow along with the text and instructions.
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Chapter 1: Getting Started With The Tools

What Tools?
This chapter will introduce you to the tools we are about to install and use:

- Selenium IDE
- Java
- Eclipse
- Selenium-RC

Each tool has links to the official documentation so that you can learn more from the most authoritative sources.

Selenium IDE
The Selenium IDE is an add-on to Firefox.

At a basic level it allows us to:

- Record user actions when browsing in Firefox
- Replay recorded scripts
- Convert recorded scripts into programming languages such as Java, Ruby, and more
- Add verification and synchronisation steps to the script during the recording process

The IDE provides excellent support for writing automated test scripts in Selenium and gets better with every release. In this text we will focus on its use as an aid to writing automated test scripts in Java, rather than as a test tool in its own right.

For more information on Selenium IDE visit:

- Official documentation - [http://seleniumhq.org/docs/03_selenium_ide.html](http://seleniumhq.org/docs/03_selenium_ide.html)

Java
Java is a programming language created by Sun. The Java that we will be using in this text is very simple. If your work environment uses a different language e.g. Ruby, .Net, Python. Chances are that you will be able to use Selenium-RC in that language.

For more information on Java visit:
Eclipse

Eclipse is a free and open-source IDE which supports many programming languages. Out of the box it provides many useful support aids for beginning Java programmers:

- wizards for code creation
- code completion
- automatically fix common coding errors

It is also simple to install, incredibly popular among developers, and has a lot of additional plugins that you can use to increase your productivity.

For more information on Eclipse visit:


Selenium-RC

Selenium Remote Control is the server version of Selenium. You write your tests using a programming language and client library. Your tests issue commands which the client library sends to the server. The server then 'runs' your actions for you in the browser and reports the results back to your client.

Using Selenium-RC allows you to write Automated tests in any supported programming language.

Tests written in this way allow you to use standard programming practices to make them easy to maintain, robust and easy to collaborate on as a team.

For more information on Selenium-RC visit:

- Official Documentation - http://seleniumhq.org/docs/05_selenium_rc.html
Chapter 2: Selenium IDE Basics

Install Firefox

Because the Selenium IDE is a Firefox add-on we first have to download and install Firefox.

Visit [http://www.mozilla.com/firefox](http://www.mozilla.com/firefox) and download and install the most recent version of Firefox.

Install Selenium-IDE

We download and install the Selenium-IDE from within Firefox itself.

So start the Firefox browser.


Follow the series of dialogs that walk you through the install process, as illustrated below.

First you have to acknowledge that the add-on is safe to install.
Then after it has installed you will be prompted to restart Firefox, which you do by clicking the “Restart Firefox” button on the final Add-ons dialog.

When Firefox restarts, you should now have a new entry in your Tools menu for the Selenium-IDE.

**Capture Play Back – Recording a Script with the IDE**

The Selenium IDE supports capture playback of test scripts by recording the actions you take when browsing web sites, and then replaying these in the browser.

So start the IDE by clicking on the “Selenium IDE” entry in the Tools Menu.
Hover the mouse over the recording button to check the recording status. If it is not recording then press the button to start recording your actions in Firefox.

Now perform the following actions in Firefox:

1. type http://www.google.com in the browser’s URL field to visit Google.
2. Perform a search for “Selenium-RC”

You should see that the IDE has tracked your actions and set the “Base URL” field and created the necessary commands to repeat that script in Firefox.

![Selenium IDE](image)

**Figure 2.7: A recorded Selense Script**

Press the red recording button to stop the IDE recording any more actions. Then press the “Play Current Test Case” button to have the IDE replay your actions in the browser.

![Play button](image)

**Figure 2.8: Play**

You should have seen your actions repeated very quickly in Firefox. If so, then congratulations, you just recorded your first automated test script through the IDE.
Command, Target and Value

You can edit any of the recorded commands in the IDE.

Simply click on any of the commands in the table and you will see that the Command, Target and Value fields are filled in with the values on the table.

You can then use the drop down for “Command” to choose any of the commands available. When you do so, you will also see documentation about that command in the Reference pane.

Save The Test

Save this test to the disk for future use (in “Chapter 4 Install and Run Selenium-RC”).

Use the “File \ Save Test Case As ...” menu and save it somewhere you can find it again. I named mine “google_for_selenium_rc.htm”.

Further reading

I won’t really be covering Selenium-IDE in any depth in this book. So if you want more information you should read the following links:
• official documentation - http://seleniumhq.org/docs/03_selenium_ide.html
• Adam Goucher's posts on Selenium IDE - http://adam.goucher.ca/?s=Selenium+IDE
  ◦ particularly the plugin posts - http://adam.goucher.ca/?s=The+Selenium-IDE+1.x+plugin+API
• Selenium IDE Extensions - http://wiki.openqa.org/display/SIDE/Contributed+Extensions+and+Formats
• The Firefox plugins search may reveal some plugins for Selenium IDE https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/search/?q=selenium
• A lot of video tutorials for Selenium IDE get added to You Tube - http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=selenium+ide
Chapter 3: Install Java

You can check if you have Java installed by:

- running the command “java -version” from the command line

If you don’t have Java installed then visit http://java.com and follow the Download links to install it on your machine.
Chapter 4: Install and Run Selenium-RC

Before we can actually write any tests, we install Selenium-RC. "Install" is really the wrong word when all we will do is download and extract the Selenium-RC archive to a directory.

Step One - Download & Install Selenium-RC

Download Selenium from the Selenium download page. (http://seleniumhq.org/download/)

I saved it to c:\selenium

Then I unarchived this into a folder of the same name as the archive using an unarchiver (I use IZArc http://www.izarc.org/).
So now I have a folder with the Selenium files:

- C:selenium\selenium-remote-control-1.0.3

**Overview of the Contents of the Selenium Archive**

There are two main folder types here:

- specific language client drivers
- selenium server

Each of the supported languages has a client driver. You can see from the list of folders that the Selenium distribution supports:

- Microsoft .Net
- Java
- Perl
- PHP
- Python
- Ruby

The client drivers are what we use in our tests to communicate with Selenium-RC. We use the client drivers because our tests act as clients, which communicate with the server, in order to execute commands through the browser.

The client drivers contain the source code, tests, documentation and libraries that we need to work with the Selenium tests.

The selenium server directory has the documentation, source code, tests and executables for working with the Selenium server.

We will examine the contents of the archive in more detail in future sections but this high level overview should give you enough of a basic understanding to let us continue with the tutorial.
**Step Two - Run Selenium-RC**

I have the "Open Command Window Here" Microsoft Powertoy for XP installed. I recommend you install this very helpful tool, if you use XP. In Vista this functionality is built in and you can browse to the folder in Windows Explorer, hold down the Shift key, right-click on the folder and choose “Open Command Window Here”.


---

**Note:**

If you don't have "open command window here" installed then you need to get a command window open and type:

```
cd c:selenium\selenium-remote-control-1.0.3\selenium-server-1.0.3
```

**Hint:** Try pressing 'tab' as you do this to automatically complete folder details.

So I right click on the "Selenium-server-1.0.3" folder and choose "Open Command Window Here" from the context menu.

---

**Note:**

I also use the open-source Console ([http://sourceforge.net/projects/console/](http://sourceforge.net/projects/console/)) to help me as I can have multiple console windows open in a single application.

I give the command window a new title so I can find it easily by issuing the command "Title SELENIUM SERVER".

---

![Figure 4.5: An easy to identify Selenium Server command window](image)

This makes it much easier to find when I Alt-Tab or look for it on the taskbar.

Now we run the selenium server by typing the command "java -jar selenium-server.jar"
If you didn’t see a screen like the above then you may need to install java.

Done - you have just installed and started the Selenium-RC server.

**Step Three – Stop the Selenium Server**

**From the command line**

Since you have started the Selenium server in a DOS window you can simply use “Ctrl+c” to stop it.
From a browser URL

Since selenium server operates a web server under Jetty it can receive commands via http through browsers. Issue the following to shutdown the server:


If you wanted to leave the server running and just close down the current Selenium session, you could issue the following command in a browser.


Running an IDE Generated Test in Different Browsers

Although the IDE script we recorded in Chapter 2 was recorded in Firefox, and only Firefox has the IDE, we can run IDE recorded scripts in other browsers. This requires the use of Suites, and Selenium-RC.

Note: I do not recommend this approach to using Selenium. I only include it for completeness.

I have had issues getting this to work with Internet Explorer on Selenium 1.0.3 using *iexplore, *iehta, or *piiexplore. Other browser codes seem to work, but when using IE8 the Selenium server seems to throw an HTML suite exception. If this happens to you, and you consider it important, then you might need to drop down to an earlier version of Selenium-RC. Stick with the book though and it shouldn’t be an issue as you will never use this method to run the tests.

[http://groups.google.com/group/selenium-users/browse_thread/thread/8450ee42417806d0/3f32cadf651e57f8](http://groups.google.com/group/selenium-users/browse_thread/thread/8450ee42417806d0/3f32cadf651e57f8)

You create a suite by creating an HTML file with links to the tests you want to create.

e.g suite.html

```html
<html>
<head>
  <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
  <title>My Test Suite</title>
</head>
<body>
  <table cellpadding="1" cellspacing="1" border="1">
    <thead>
      <tr><td>A Suite of Selenese Tests</td></tr>
    </thead>
    <tbody>
      <tr><td><a href="google_for_selenium_rc.htm">Google For Selenium RC</a></td></tr>
      <tr><td><a href="google_for_testing.htm">Google For Testing</a></td></tr>
      <tr><td><a href="visit_google_videos.htm">Visit Google Videos</a></td></tr>
    </tbody>
  </table>
</body>
</html>
```

For the above example you would have to have three recorded IDE scripts and they would all be saved in the same directory as the suite file.

You don’t really need the header:
or the cell padding `cellpadding="1" cellspacing="1" border="1"

But since will typically create a test by copy and pasting, making it well typed and formatted may stand you in good stead for future versions of Selenium.)

Since you have Selenium-RC installed you can use the following command line syntax to run a suite of Selenese scripts in other browsers.

```
java -jar selenium-server.jar -htmlSuite "<insert_browser_name_here> "<insert_root_domain_here> "<insert_full_path_to_suite_here> "<insert_a_full_path_to_store_reports_here>
```

e.g. To run it in Google Chrome

```
java -jar selenium-server.jar -htmlSuite "*googlechrome" "http://www.google.com" "c:\ide_scripts\suite.htm" "c:\ide_scripts\results.htm"
```

To execute the above command you would need to run the command from the directory where selenium-server.jar is located, and your suite would need to be stored in `c:\ide_scripts`

I have found that on windows I need to store the suite in the same folder as the test scripts and that I have to pass the full path for the suite file.

When you run the above command you will see the Selenese suite runner with the suite of tests in the right and it will run through and report the results.

Running the tests will result in the generation of an HTML file with the results using the path that you used in the command line.

Figure 4.8: Running a suite of tests

Running the tests will result in the generation of an HTML file with the results using the path that you used in the command line.
Try this after following the instructions on installing Java and Selenium-RC.

End Notes

There are a lot more functions available in the IDE and you could use it as a tool to manage an entire suite of test cases. But we are aiming to manage our test cases as code and in later sections we use the IDE to create our basic test cases and as a support tool for our automation.
Chapter 5: The Eclipse IDE

First - Install Eclipse

Visit http://www.eclipse.org/ and click on the big download button.

![Download Eclipse](image1)

Figure 5.1: Download Eclipse

Then download the “Eclipse IDE for Java Developers”

![Download the appropriate IDE](image2)

Figure 5.2: Download the appropriate IDE

Select a mirror from the list.

![Eclipse downloads - mirror selection](image3)

Figure 5.3: Choose the location to download from

Download the zip file and save it to a folder.
Then unarchive this into a folder using your favourite zip unarchiver. I right click on the file and choose the unarchive option from the context menu to extract the contents of the archive to a folder – I chose “c:selenium_eclipse_galileo” (at the time of writing the current version of Eclipse was named “Galileo”). If the version you installed has a different name then don’t worry. Eclipse versions are backwardly compatible and improve with each release, so use the most up to date version of Eclipse.

Second - Run Eclipse

Run Eclipse by double clicking on “eclipse.exe” in “c:selenium_eclipse_galileo\eclipse”.

Figure 5.4: Extract Eclipse to the folder of your choice

Figure 5.5: Extracting Eclipse

Figure 5.6: Run eclipse.exe
You will see the splash screen for Eclipse.

Choose a ‘workspace’ - where your project files will be saved. You can easily change this at a later date so choose a location that seems sensible for you. I have put it on the c:\ drive for clarity in the explanatory text and screen shots.

And then you will see the Eclipse “Welcome” screen, which I always find a bit confusing.
You want to click on the curved arrow to the right which displays the text “Workbench” “Goto the Workbench” when you hover the mouse over it.

And then you will see the Eclipse workbench screen that will become very familiar and you will grow to know and love.
Third - create a new Java project

We are going to create tests in Java so to do that we need a Java project to store them in. Start by using the file menu in Eclipse to create a new Java project.

![Create a New Java Project from the File Menu](image)

Type in the name of your new project - I called mine "InitialSeleniumTests", just leave everything else on the dialog with the default entries and click 'finish'.

![Project Named Initial Selenium Tests](image)

This will create a folder in your workspace directory called “InitialSeleniumTests” which has the basic folders that you need when working with Java in Eclipse.
In Eclipse, in the Package Explorer tab on the left, you will see a tree with a root node named “InitialSeleniumTests”, this is your project.

Now you are ready to start creating Selenium tests in Eclipse. We still have a few changes to make in the Eclipse configuration, but we will make those changes in the context of writing tests so that you will see and understand why we make them.
Chapter 6: Create a JUnit test Using the JUnit export from Selenium-IDE

Introduction

In this section we are going to:

- export an IDE script as a Java JUnit test
- get the exported test running in Eclipse

Export an IDE script as a JUnit test

We have already done this in the preceding section. So in the IDE load the test that you saved “google_for_selenium_rc.htm” or follow the instructions in the section “Capture Play Back – Recording a Script with the IDE” to create a test script.

Load an existing script into the IDE

Start up the Firefox browser. And click on “Selenium IDE” from the Tools menu to display the Selenium IDE.

In the IDE select “File\Open...”

Then navigate to the test case and Open it in the IDE. You should see the test loaded into the IDE in the table view.
**Change the format of the script to Java**

We need to convert this test into a Java test and we do this by changing the format of the test from the options menu.

If you open the options menu from the IDE then you will see that the current format of the recorded test script is “HTML”. This is the default recording and playback option for the IDE using an Action Word scripting language called “Selenese”.

So select “Java (JUnit) – Selenium RC” from the “Format” menu.

![Test script formatting options](image1)

**Figure 6.3: Test script formatting options**

You should now see the “Source” tab selected and some Java source code displayed.

![Test script displayed as a JUnit test](image2)

**Figure 6.4: Test script displayed as a JUnit test**
You don’t need to understand this test code yet. We will explain it as we go through this section. But rest assure it will make sense at the end of this chapter.

So the first thing we are going to do is create a new class to store our tests in.

NOTE:
Depending on the order that you did actions in the Selenium-IDE you might find that the base url in the sourcecode view is not www.google.co.uk, but is instead

```java
setUp("http://change-this-to-the-site-you-are-testing/", "*firefox");
```

If this happens, all you have to do is edit the code after you have pasted it into the Eclipse IDE so that it has the base url that you are working with. e.g.

```java
setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "*firefox");
```

Create a New Class in Eclipse

In Java all of our ‘tests’ are going to be ‘methods’ of a Java Class. Java is an Object Oriented programming language so all of the code is built from classes. And the only way to have the program do something is to execute a method of one of the classes.

You don’t need to understand this yet and we will revisist this in a later section to explain the basics of classes, methods, objects, packages and other terminology you will encounter.

So, start Eclipse (If you haven’t already got it running), and use the Menu system: File \ New \ Class

![Eclipse New Class Dialog](image)

**Figure 6.5: Start creating a New Class**

The Eclipse "New Java Class" wizard will appear and we can use this to create our basic class - don’t worry if you don’t understand all the items in the dialog, just follow the instructions, you will understand everything there eventually as you become more experienced with Java. Right now, we just want to create a simple class called “MyFirstSeleniumTests”.

![Class Name](image)

**Figure 6.6: Name the class**
So in the name field type "MyFirstSeleniumTests" - if you choose a different name then note that you should start the class name with an uppercase letter.

After typing in the name, did you notice that Eclipse showed you a warning message saying "The use of the default package is discouraged". Packages are how we organise our Java code so that we can reuse it and manage it effectively on a large project.

Eclipse provides plenty of warnings to help you code. This warning means that we should really type in a package name - and we will.

Sun provide some guidance on package names (see links below), I will use "com.eviltester.seleniumtutorials" and type that into the "Package" field.


![Figure 6.7: Warning to choose a package](image)

![Figure 6.8: Enter a package name](image)

The rest of the dialog can be left with the default values provided by the wizard.
And then press finish.

Eclipse will have created an empty class and a package for you.

Now we just have to add the code from the IDE.
Copy & Paste the code from Selenium IDE into Eclipse

Copy the code from the IDE into the clipboard.

Either by using the right click context menu to do a “select all” followed by a “copy”, or by clicking on the source code and using the keyboard and pressing Ctrl+a followed by Ctrl+c.

We can’t just paste the Selenium IDE code into Eclipse because we need some of the code that the New Class Wizard created for us.

So paste the Selenium IDE code at the end of the MyFirstSeleniumTests.java code so you end up with a code listing like the one below.
As you can see there are a lot of Eclipse error symbols on the left hand side of the screen. This is because we have written invalid Java with two package declarations and two class declarations. So we will tidy that up:

- remove the line “package com.example.tests;”
  - We can only have one package declaration in each class, and it is at the top of the file.
- copy MyFirstSeleniumTests and overwrite google_for_selenium_rc
- then remove the declaration of MyFirstSeleniumTests that the wizard generated ie. “public class MyFirstSeleniumTests {}”
  - We only want one class declaration per file.

This should give you a listing like the following, which although valid Java is not yet correct because we need to make a few more changes to make it work in Eclipse:

```java
package com.eviltester.seleniumtutorials;
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.*;
import java.util.regex.Pattern;

public class MyFirstSeleniumTests extends SeleneseTestCase {
    public void setUp() throws Exception {
        setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "*firefox");
    }
    public void testGoogle_for_selenium_rc() throws Exception {
        selenium.open("/");
        selenium.type("q", "Selenium-RC");
        selenium.click("btnG");
    }
}
```

Figure 6.13: Copy and Pasted Class with lots of warning errors
Resolve Import Errors

The first thing we need to resolve is the error on the first import statement.

```java
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.*;
```

Import statements are how we tell Java about the methods and classes we are using from external packages.

If we hover over the red cross at the side of this line then Eclipse will tell us what the problem is.

![The import com.thoughtworks cannot be resolved](image)

Figure 6.14: Eclipse Explains the Error

In this case it is “The import com.thoughtworks cannot be resolved” which means that Eclipse does not know where to find this package because we haven't told Eclipse where the selenium library is yet.

We can fix this error automatically by clicking on the red cross to the left of the source code line.

![The import com.thoughtworks cannot be resolved](image)

Figure 6.15: Try to Automatically fix the error

Double click on the “Fix project setup...” option and Eclipse will tell us that it doesn't know how to do that automatically.

![Project Setup Fixes](image)

Figure 6.16: Manually fix the error
So we accept Eclipse's offer to allow us to manually configure the build path for the project. By clicking on the “here” in the dialog text “click here to manually configure the build path of project 'InitialSeleniumTests'."

The 'build path' is how java knows what external libraries are used in this project. Java searches through those libraries looking at the different packages to find the classes and methods that we want to re-use from those libraries.

When we click 'here', we will see a subset of the properties of the project we are working on. We want to add a new library so click on the “Libraries” tab.

We want to amend the Java Build Path by pressing the [Add External JARs...] button. Navigate to your Selenium directory, then into the 'java client directory'

C:selenium\selenium-remote-control-1.0.3\selenium-java-client-driver-1.0.1

And select:

- selenium-java-client-driver.jar, and

Upon clicking [open] from the file dialog, That file should be displayed in the Libraries list now.
Click [OK] to exit the dialog.

The display of the test should now look better, with only one error symbol displayed by Eclipse.

```
package com.eviltester.seleniumtutorials;

import com.thoughtworks.selenium.***;
import java.util.regex.Pattern;

public class MyFirstSeleniumTests extends SeleniumTestCase {
    public void setUp() throws Exception {
        setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "Chrome");
    }

    public void testGoogle_for_selenium_rc() throws Exception {
        selenium.open("/");
        selenium.type("q", "Selenium-RC");
        selenium.click("btnG");
    }
}
```

Figure 6.19: Only one error left

**Add JUnit to the build path**

As before, hover over the symbol to see what errors Eclipse reports.

Figure 6.20: JUnit TestCase not defined

In the first error Eclipse reports that we haven't added JUnit to the build path.

Click on the error symbol and choose “Configure build path...” from the list of options.
This time we are going to choose the [Add Library...] button because Eclipse is distributed with JUnit. From the list of libraries presented, choose JUnit and click [Next >].

From the list of JUnit library versions, choose “JUnit 4” and click [Finish].
Click [OK] on the properties dialog and you should see your test with a single warning symbol next to the “import java.util.regex.Pattern;” line.

**Remove the unused import**

If we hover over this warning then we will see Eclipse report that the imported classes are never used.

![Figure 6.23: IDE creates unnecessary code](image)

So we can safely use the option provided when we click on the warning symbol to remove the unused import.

![Figure 6.24: Remove the line throwing a warning](image)

And having done all this, our code should be clean and ready to run:

```java
package com.eviltester.seleniumtutorials;
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.*;
public class MyFirstSeleniumTests extends SeleneseTestCase {
```

44
public void setUp() throws Exception {
    setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", ":firefox");
}

public void testNew() throws Exception {
    selenium.open("/");
    selenium.type("q", "Selenium-RC");
    selenium.click("btnG");
}

**Run the JUnit test**

We run this by right clicking on the “MyFirstSeleniumTests.java” in the Package Explorer.

![Figure 6.25: The Test in the Package Explorer](image)

And selecting “Run as > JUnit test”.

![Figure 6.26: Run the test as a JUnit test](image)

Try running it, remember first of all to start the Selenium-RC server as explained in earlier sections. If you don’t then Selenium client will display an error in the Eclipse console, asking if you have started the server.

**Allow it through the Firewall**

If you encounter any Firewall prompts when you run it then you should allow Eclipse or java access through your Firewall.
Seeing the test running

You should see the Selenium window appear. And underneath it the Google window.

![Selenium Remote Control](image)

**Figure 6.27:** Allow Eclipse through the firewall

**Figure 6.28:** The Selenium window shows the commands and any errors that occur.

**NOTE:**

If you didn't see this then you may have firewall problems (you could check by disabling the firewall while you try to run the test and see if that helps - if it does then you may need to do one or more of the following: open port 4444, add Eclipse, java and the browser to your exclusions list).

In the Google window you can see the actual test execution happening. Of course since it is a small test it may have run too quickly for you to see the details. So we will cover that in the next major section after you check the results.

You should also have seen a bunch of messages appear in your console where you are running...
Selenium Server

From the console window you can gain a little insight into how Selenium works. Because we are using Firefox, Selenium creates a new Firefox profile for executing the test. This means that if we have any plugins etc in Firefox then they won't be available to the Selenium test. You can also see each statement in our test “open”, “type”, “click” sent through to the server as a 'Command Request' and Selenium-RC execute it within a session and return an OK result to the client.

The console can prove invaluable when investigating Selenium errors so read the output during your testing to help you continue to learn.

Check the results

After the run you should notice that the JUnit tab is now selected on the right.

This reports that we ran 1 test, with no errors. And the green bar means that all our tests passed. If
the test had failed then the bar would be red and we would see the failing tests with a red cross next to them.

**It went too quickly!**

OK, we will now use the debugger to run the test slowly and see it in action.

Set a break point by right clicking on the left bar in Eclipse beside your source code on the line with the setUp command.

```java
setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "*firefox");
```

Choose “Toggle Breakpoint” from the displayed popup menu.

![Figure 6.31: Toggle Breakpoint in the context menu](image)

If you now see a round blue circle in the margin next to that line then it means you have set a breakpoint.

```java
setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "*chrome");
```

![Figure 6.32: A line in Eclipse with a breakpoint set](image)

The breakpoint means that when we run this test in debug mode. The execution of the test will pause when we hit that line and we can manually control the execution of the test.

Add another breakpoint to the line of code that reads:

```java
selenium.open("/");
```

So you should see two breakpoints set in your code.
Run the test in debug mode

Now we want to run the test in debug mode.

Switch back to the Package Explorer view by clicking on the Package Explorer tab.

And instead of right clicking on the test class and choosing "Run As \ JUnit Test" we want to choose "Debug As \ JUnit Test". Or select the test class name in the Package Explorer and press Alt+Shift+d, followed by 't'.

The first thing you may notice is a "Confirm Perspective Switch" dialog asking if you want to launch the Debug view. Click the "[x] remember my decision" option and choose [Yes].

You should then find yourself in a new window layout of Eclipse. The Debug perspective.
We will use the toolbar to navigate through the code.

Each of the buttons has a shortcut key equivalent. Hover the mouse over the icon to learn what function each one has. We will only use two in this tutorial:

- ![Step Over (F6)](image)
- ![Resume (F8)](image)

Your test should have stopped executing on the `setUp("http://www.google.co.uk/", "firefox");` line. And this should be highlighted green.

This line has not executed yet.

This code was provided by the selenium-server jar in the SeleneseTestCase class. We will look into the class in more detail later, so for now all you really need to know is that this will setup our Selenium session and start the browser for us. We will step over this line by pressing F6.

“Step Over” means that it will execute in the debugger but we will not debug through all the lines
of code that were written to make 'setup' happen.

When we step over the code, either by pressing the F6 key, or clicking on the icon, the "Selenium Remote Control" window should have been displayed. Eclipse now highlights the closing brace in the setUp method in green because this is the next line to be executed.

If you notice the url in the execution browser you can see that it hasn't visited google yet and still has a selenium-server command listed:


Press "Step Over (F6)" again and you should see the Google homepage appear in your "Selenium Remote Control" window.

Press "Step Over (F6)" again and you will see a Class File Editor showing TestCase.class. This is a JUnit class and we haven't associated any source code. This is not an error. We can still debug through the test. This is why we set the second breakpoint.

So click the resume button or press F8. And this will execute the code to get to the next line that we are interested in seeing execute under the debugger.

Now you should see the selenium.open("/"); line selected in green.

Press "Step Over (F6)" and you should see Selenium execute that command and open Google in the window below.

![Class File Editor](image)

Figure 6.37: JUnit TestCase class code not found
Keep pressing "Step Over (F6)" to watch the test execute and when happy that you have seen enough press “Resume (F8)” to skip over the rest of the test code to finish the test.

Click the [Java] perspective button in the top right to go back to your more familiar Package Explorer view.

**Create and Import some more IDE Converted tests**

Just to make sure that we know how to import tests and you can see how easy it will be in the future now that we have done the hard work of setting up the build path.

We will now record and import another test into this class.

Start up Firefox and the Selenium IDE.
Make sure record is on.

![Figure 6.40: Record is on](image1)

Make sure Options \ Format is set to HTML.

![Figure 6.41: Format set to HTML](image2)

And that you have the Table view showing.

![Figure 6.42: Table view of Selenese HTML format](image3)

This time record actions where you:

- type in “evil tester” to the search box
- click on “Images”
- and then perform a Google Search by pressing the “Search Images” button.

You should have a test like the following:

![Figure 6.42: Recorded Script in Selenese Table view](image4)
Run the test again to make sure you have created something repeatable by clicking the Play button.

![Play button](image)

*Figure 6.43: Play button on left*

And if that worked, then we can change the format to “Java (JUnit) – Selenium RC” and import it into Eclipse.

![Format selection](image)

*Figure 6.44: Select Java (JUnit) format*

But this time, all we want to copy into Eclipse is the 'test' code i.e.

```java
public void testUntitled() throws Exception {
    selenium.open("/");
    selenium.type("q", "evil tester");
    selenium.click("link=Images");
    selenium.waitForPageToLoad("30000");
    selenium.click("btnG");
    selenium.waitForPageToLoad("30000");
}
```

Paste that code into Eclipse beneath the existing test and before the closing brace “}” of the class.

![Paste into Eclipse](image)

*Figure 6.45: Just the method code pasted into Eclipse*
Then rename the test. i.e. Change “testUntitled” to “testGoogleForEvilTesterImages”

```java
public void testGoogleForEvilTesterImages() throws Exception {
    selenium.open("/");
}
```

*Figure 6.46: The renamed test in Eclipse*

Click on the class and choose “run \ JUnit test”, then Eclipse will run all the tests in that class.

*Figure 6.47: JUnit running both tests*

You should now have enough information to record your own tests and add them into either the existing class, or create new classes to house them.

Hopefully you can see that we can easily use the IDE to generate the basics for simple tests. In a later chapter we will see how to identify the locators for the .type and .click methods, and how you can learn to write tests like this by hand.

Learning to write these tests by hand is important because you will learn how the application hangs together and to write robust tests.

For quickly generating basic tests, copying code in from the IDE can be very useful.

In practice I use the IDE to help capture certain actions that I want to do, but may be having difficulty figuring out the exact command sequence, or frames that controls are embedded within.

**Exercises**

Instructions: Create a new class called MyFirstSetOfExercises. This is where you will create some more tests from the IDE and paste them in. You should try and create all tests in the IDE and then simply change the format to JUnit and paste them into Eclipse.

Exercise:

1. search for an image, assert title of page,
2. add an assert that a specific image is present
3. change the value of the search to see the test fail
4. use verifys instead of asserts
Chapter 7: The Annotated Generated Test

Creating the test from the IDE was simple, but there is still quite a lot to learn about the automatically generated test, as it hides a lot of complexity from us that we need to understand to get the best from Selenium.

As we look at the generated test we will learn a lot about Java, Object Oriented programming and how Selenium works. We will put that to good use in the next chapter where we create tests without using the SeleneseTestCase class and in this way we will take complete control of our Selenium test cases.

Use Attach Source to see the Selenium Driver Source Code

The first thing we will do is configure Eclipse to let us see the source code for the Selenium Driver. So in Eclipse, highlight the text “SeleneseTestCase” (you can do this by double clicking on the text).

```
public class MyFirstSeleniumTests extends SeleneseTestCase {

    public void setUp() throws Exception {
```

Figure 7.1: Highlighted SeleneseTestCase

Then either:
- right click and choose “Open Declaration” from the context menu or
- press F3 – the shortcut key to Open Declaration

```
“Open Declaration” is a very useful function in Eclipse to take you to the implementation source code for the source item you selected. In this case we want to see the source code for the Class declaration of SeleneseTestCase.

You should see a Class File Editor window, with the message “Source not found”. This is because we haven’t told Eclipse where the source code for the Selenium Java Driver resides on the disk.

We can easily fix this by pressing the [Attach Source...] button and navigating to the selenium-java-client-driver-sources.jar.
Chapter 14: Chapter - Basic HTML Theory

This chapter will provide you with a basic understanding of HTML. Just enough to cover the basic requirements for writing Selenium tests.

If you visit a web page in your browser, and then view source on that page. You will see that an HTML page has a very simple structure.

Open http://www.compendiumdev.co.uk/selenium/basic_web_page.html in a browser and view the source code and you will see a very simple set of markup.

```
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>Basic Web Page Title</title>
</head>
<body>
<p id="para1">A paragraph of text</p>
<p id="para2">Another paragraph of text</p>
</body>
</html>
```

Figure 14.1: A very simple HTML page

Page Structure
An HTML page has a very simple structure.

- A doctype to help the browser identify what to do with the file
- an <html> block which contains the page code
  - a <head> section
  - a <body> section

Elements & Tags
HTML consists of nested elements. Elements are represented by an opening tag: e.g. <p>, followed by the corresponding closing tag </p>.

In a well formed XHTML document each opening tag has a corresponding closing tag. Some older
doctypes allow you to leave off the closing tag and let the browser try and work out where an element finishes.

Some elements do not have any content, so don't have an open and close tag, they are self contained e.g. `<br/>`.

Because elements are nested, an HTML document can be viewed as a tree. This allows XPath to be used to traverse it.

**Attributes**

Elements can have attributes e.g. The `id` in `<p id="para1">`.

Attributes help to specify display styles, code, and in the case of `id` – a unique identifier for the element in the document.

**Expanded**

Just to be clear, in the line: `<p id="para1">A paragraph of text</p>`

- The Paragraph element is: `<p id="para1">A paragraph of text</p>`
- The Paragraph element content (or text) is: “A paragraph of text”
- The tags are: `<p>, </p>`
- The attribute is: `id`
- The attribute value is: “para1”
Chapter 17: Learning The Selenium API

Now that you have learned the basics of the unit test framework, Eclipse and simple Java. It is time to start learning the Selenium API.

Selenium has a very simple and unstructured API. Basically a long list of methods on the Selenium object. This makes the API large and unwieldy, but it also makes it very simple for beginners which is one reason why you don’t need to know much Java to get started.

The most up to date documentation for the API is found in the Selenium source code, and since it is added as JavaDoc comments it will appear in Eclipse as the comments in the code completion documentation.

In the following few chapters we will build some familiarity with the API methods by using them to complete common tasks that you will encounter when testing web sites.
Chapter 21: Start Selenium Programmatically

The Selenium distribution's selenium-server.jar can also be called programmatically. So that instead of having to type “java -jar selenium-server.jar” at the command line, we can have our tests start up and close down a server when they run.

To do this we use the startSeleniumServer() command from the SeleniumServer Class.

Add Selenium Server to the project

You need to add selenium-server.jar to your class path. As before, amend the properties of your project to amend the Java Build Path, and choose to add selenium-server.jar as an external jar.

![Figure 21.1: Add selenium-server.jar to the project](image)
Start it in the code

You start Selenium Server by declaring a SeleniumServer, creating a new instance and then starting it. We wrap it with a try catch block because SeleniumServer will throw an exception if it can’t start.

```java
SeleniumServer seleniumServer = null;
try {
    seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer();
    seleniumServer.start();
} catch (Exception e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}
```

Then connect to the server in the normal way. Your server has still started on your local machine using the same port.

```java
Selenium selenium = null;
selejion = new DefaultSelenium("localhost", 4444, "+firefox", "http://www.google.com");
selejion.start();
```

Then do your normal test commands.

```java
selenium.open("http://www.google.com");
selenium.type("xpath=/input[@name='q']", "Selenium-RC");
```
And close selenium in the normal way.

Then close down the server.

```java
if(seleniumServer!=null){
    seleniumServer.stop();
}
```

So a full individual test to do this would look like the following:

```java
package com.eviltester.seleniumtutorials;

import org.junit.Test;
import org.openqa.selenium.server.SeleniumServer;
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.DefaultSelenium;
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.Selenium;

public class SeleniumServerInATest {
    @Test
    public void doASearchOnGoogle(){
        SeleniumServer seleniumServer=null;
        try {
            seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer();
            seleniumServer.start();
        } catch (Exception e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
        Selenium selenium=null;
        selenium = new DefaultSelenium("localhost", 4444, "*firefox", "http://www.google.com");
        selenium.start();
        selenium.open("http://www.google.com");
        selenium.type("xpath=//input[@name='q']", "Selenium-RC");
        selenium.click("xpath=//input[@name='btnG' and @type='submit']");
        selenium.waitForPageToLoad("10000");
        selenium.close();
        selenium.stop();
        if(seleniumServer!=null){
            seleniumServer.stop();
        }
    }
}
```

Obviously we wouldn't start and stop the server in each test so we would refactor this to use the @BeforeClass, @AfterClass annotations to start the server.

**The Start Up routine explored**

Typically the Selenium Server will not start because something else is already using the Port: e.g. Another instance of Selenium.

**BindException Handling**

We could amend the code to check if the exception raised was a BindException. If this was the case then we could assume that a selenium server was already running and use the existing Selenium Server. e.g.
Try {
    seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer();
    seleniumServer.start();
} catch (java.net.BindException bE){
    // could not bind, assume that server is currently running
    // and carry on
    System.out.println("could not bind - carrying on");
} catch (Exception e) {
    // any other exception stop
    throw new IllegalStateException("Can't start selenium server", e);
}

Stop Existing Server

We might choose to stop the running server and start a new one.

You would have to decide if this was a valid thing to do in your environment or not. If during the course of your testing you could not start a server then it might mean that your test setup was not closing down the server properly. And rather than 'working around' this, you might find it more beneficial to work out how to stop the server automatically during your previous testing.

But since I think this is a useful technique to know, I include it here.

This will get a little more complicated so if you are new to Java I don't necessarily expect you to understand all of this.

Our main block doesn't change very much:

    String stopSeleniumCommand =
    try {
        seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer();
        seleniumServer.start();
    } catch (java.net.BindException bE){
        // could not bind, assume that server is currently running
        // and carry on
        System.out.println("could not bind - carrying on");
        // try and stop it
        if( runHTTPCommand(stopSeleniumCommand)) {
            try {
                seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer();
                seleniumServer.start();
            } catch (Exception e) {
                throw new IllegalStateException("Could not stop existing server on blocked port 4444", e);
            }
        }
    } catch (Exception e) {
        // any other exception stop and start
        throw new IllegalStateException("Can't start selenium server", e);
    }

This time, if we could not bind, we send an HTTP request to the server, and if it is a selenium server on that port, it will stop the server.

If that seemed to work then we try and start the server again.

The runHTTPCommand that does the magic to stop Selenium uses a little more complicated Java.

    private boolean runHTTPCommand(String theCommand) throws IOException{
        URL url = new URL(theCommand);
        URLConnection seleniumConnection = url.openConnection();
        seleniumConnection.connect();
        InputStream inputStream = seleniumConnection.getInputStream();
        ByteArrayOutputStream outputStream = new ByteArrayOutputStream();
        byte[] buffer = new byte[2048];
        byte[] data = new byte[1024];
        int length = inputStream.read(data, 0, data.length);
        while (length &gt; 0) {
            outputStream.write(data, 0, length);
            length = inputStream.read(data, 0, data.length);
        }
        return true;
    }
```java
int streamLength;
while ((streamLength = inputStream.read(buffer)) != -1) {
    outputSteam.write(buffer, 0, streamLength);
}
inputStream.close();

// give command some time to finish
try {
    Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}

String stringifiedOutput = outputSteam.toString();
if (stringifiedOutput.startsWith("OK"))
    return true;
return false;
```

This code, requires the addition of the following imports:

```java
import java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.InputStream;
import java.net.URL;
import java.net.URLConnection;
```

Basically it:

- creates a connection to run the command.
- Issues the HTTP command
- retrieves the output result
- waits for the Selenium server to shutdown fully
- If the output result starts with “OK” then it returns true
- otherwise returns false

Try this code by adding it in a test and running it when a Selenium Server is already running from the command line. You should see the server shut down, and then the test run.

**Custom Remote Control Configurations**

Because we are now starting Selenium-RC from the command line, we have the option to create custom configurations. At its most simple this might just mean choosing a different port to run the server against, but we can control any element of Selenium-RC that is also configurable from the command line.

To do this we use the RemoteControlConfiguration class which is also contained in Selenium-server.jar:

```java
import org.openqa.selenium.server.RemoteControlConfiguration;
```

In the following test I create the server on a different port, using the RemoteControlConfiguration object:

```java
@Test
public void remoteControlConfigExample(){
    final int SELENIUM_PORT = 8888;
    final int SELENIUM_TIMEOUT = 45;

    RemoteControlConfiguration rcConfig = new RemoteControlConfiguration();
    rcConfig.setTimeoutInSeconds(SELENIUM_TIMEOUT);
    rcConfig.setPort(SELENIUM_PORT);
```
SeleniumServer seleniumServer=null;
try {
    seleniumServer = new SeleniumServer(rcConfig);
    seleniumServer.start();
} catch (Exception e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}
Selenium selenium=null;
seleum = new DefaultSelenium("localhost", SELENIUM_PORT, "*firefox", "http://www.google.com");
seleum.start();
seleum.open("http://www.google.com");
seleum.type("xpath=//input[@name='q']", "Selenium-RC");
seleum.click("xpath=//input[@name='btnG' and @type='submit']");
seleum.waitForPageToLoad("10000");
seleum.close();
seleum.stop();
if(seleniumServer!=null){
    seleniumServer.stop();
}

Note:
I also have to use the same port when I define the DefaultSelenium server.
And I have declared SELENIUM_PORT and SELENIUM_TIMEOUT as final because they are constants that will not change in the test.
Chapter 22: Running Tests Outside Eclipse

Thus far we have run all our tests from within Eclipse. This has allowed us to get used to writing tests and debugging them but has not prepared us for a production environment.

In a production environment, a robust test suite will run as part of a continuous integration build and on multiple browser configurations.

To support this we must have the ability to run our tests outside of the Eclipse environment.

Many tools exist to support this way of working and for simplicity I will demonstrate these principles using Ant, Hudson and Subversion.

**What is Ant?**

Ant is a build tool written in Java. This means that given a configuration file, written in XML, it will carry out a series of actions to compile the java application, run the tests, report the results, and package up the files we need for deployment.

http://ant.apache.org/

Other build systems exist, but Ant is simple enough to get to grips with that it makes a suitable tool for beginners.

**What is Hudson?**

Hudson is a continuous integration server written in Java. This means that you can setup repeating jobs which will build your software and run your tests regularly.

http://wiki.hudson-ci.org/

Again, other continuous integration systems exist, but Hudson has a very simple install routine and easy to use front end GUI, again making it suitable for beginners.

**What is Subversion?**

Subversion is a version control system. We will store our code in the version control system and allow Hudson to check out the code as required to run the most recent version of the tests automatically.

http://subversion.tigris.org/
Chapter 23: Using Ant to Run Selenium Tests

**Install Ant**

To Install Ant we are basically going to follow the instructions listed in the Ant manual [http://ant.apache.org/manual/index.html](http://ant.apache.org/manual/index.html)

1. Download the current version of Ant from the binary downloads page [http://ant.apache.org/bindownload.cgi](http://ant.apache.org/bindownload.cgi) (I downloaded the zipped version, at the time of writing this was “apache-ant-1.8.0-bin.zip”)

2. Extract the contents of the archive to a folder on your drive. I unarchived the contents to `c:\apache-ant-1.8.0`

![Figure 23.1: Ant installed to c:\apache-ant-1.8.0](image)

We still have additional configuration to do but first we need to install a JDK version of Java.

**Install Java JDK**

Because we are now moving into the territory of compiling java code to run outside of Eclipse, we need to install the Java Development Kit version of Java. This is the version that has the java compiler.


2. Choose to download the most recent JDK
Chapter 36: The Future of Selenium

The Selenium tool suite is constantly being worked on. Having been embraced by Google as one of their automation tools, with many of the key figures in Selenium development working at Google, the future for Selenium looks rosy.

It can often seem daunting choosing between the many open-source software testing tools to know which ones will be supported and maintained over the years. The fact that Google works with it means that there will remain a talented set of programming and testing talent behind the tool.

Selenium is also used in spin off tools like the load testing tool from BrowserMob.com, which uses the selenium API as its scripting language from JavaScript to write the automated tests.

The current direction for Selenium, which should manifest as Selenium 2.0 merges the code bases for Selenium 1.0 and WebDriver.

Selenium takes the automation approach of driving the website through JavaScript with the Selenium RC server using Selenium Core to automate the site. This has some issues with security and cross browser scripting which is why there are so many ways of instantiating a browser session for the supported browsers. e.g. *iexplore, *firefox, *firefoxproxy, *iexploreproxy

WebDriver takes a different approach. It calls the browsers directly through their respective automation interfaces. This means that all tests run in the browser and have no security issues as it is the raw browser that takes all the actions.

WebDriver has a different API than Selenium. It is a far more Object Oriented interface and can seem cleaner. WebDriver also supports the use of HTMLUnit which means you can test websites without creating a 'real' browser so tests can run faster and more easily in a Continuous Integration environment.

For Selenium 2.0 the plan is to support both APIs:

• the Selenium API (large set of commands off the Selenium interface)
• the WebDriver API (object oriented browser automation based interface)

This means that you should still be able to write tests using the Selenium API, but have the tool drive the browser directly. This should see an end to some of the JavaScript injection issues and make the tests faster to run.

It also means that the WebDriver API can be used with the Selenium JavaScript injection approach, allowing WebDriver access to browsers which it doesn't yet have a native automation driver for.

All of this basically means that:

• Selenium is still being developed
• The Selenium API you have started learning with this text will still exist and be usable in Selenium 2.0

The time you have spent learning Selenium should be an investment in time and you can look forward to continuing to learn more in the future.
If you want to experiment with 2.0...

Since we have built the SeleniumManager abstraction class to remove the details of selenium for us, we can easily start using Selenium 2.0 by making a few changes to this class.

You can find the official guide to migrating from Selenium 1.x to Selenium 2.0 on the Selenium web site: [http://seleniumhq.org/docs/09_webdriver.html#emulating-selenium-rc](http://seleniumhq.org/docs/09_webdriver.html#emulating-selenium-rc)

This small section is designed to help you take the first steps towards experimenting with Selenium 2.0 using the basic frameworks that we have explored in this book.

So first, download the Selenium 2.0 client drivers from the selenium web site:


You want to download the selenium-java-2.x.zip where x is the most recent version of the archive:

- e.g. Selenium-java-2.0a4.zip

Extract this folder to somewhere on your drive.

- I used `c:\selenium2`

In your properties in Eclipse for the test project in the Libraries tab, [Add External Class Folder...] and choose the folder you extracted the archive to e.g.

- `C:selenium2\selenium-java-2.0a4`

Now you only have a few changes to make to the Selenium Manager to allow you to use Selenium 2.0 instead of Selenium 1.x

- Add a new field in SeleniumManager called `useSeleniumTwo`

```java
public class SeleniumManager {
    SeleniumServer seleniumServer=null;
    Selenium selenium=null;
    String host;
    String port;
    String browser;
    private boolean useSeleniumTwo=true;

    ...

    // Manually change this from true to false depending on whether you want to use
    // Selenium 2.x or not.
    ...

    // You can easily expand the class to have some helper methods to do this. See
    // the SeleniumManager.java for an example

    // Add code to return a WebDriverBackedSelenium instance instead of a Selenium 1.x
    // instance

    public void start(String baseURL) throws IOException {
        readProperties(); // get the properties from a file
        readSystemProperties(); // allow system properties to override properties file

        if(useSeleniumTwo){
            WebDriver driver = new FirefoxDriver();
            selenium = new WebDriverBackedSelenium(driver, baseURL);
            return;
        }

        ...
    }
```

306
• Use Eclipse to fix the include errors

```java
import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriverBackedSelenium;
import org.openqa.selenium.firefox.FirefoxDriver;
```

- The above includes should be added by Eclipse automatically as you fix the errors in the code, or you can add them manually.

The above is the minimum amount of code required to use the Firefox driver for Selenium 2.0 to have all tests which use the SeleniumManager running under Selenium 2.0

So now if you run any of the tests that you have created which use the SeleniumManager then they should run using Selenium 2.x instead of Selenium 1.x

You will find that not all tests run because there will be some subtle differences required when using Selenium 2.x, but hopefully the vast majority of the tests should run and pass successfully.

Selenium 2.x is still being worked on, but even now you can see that the migration path from Selenium 1.x to Selenium 2.x should not take an awful lot of work.

---

**Note:**

You can find more comprehensive code for using Selenium 2.0 in the SeleniumManager.java class.

It is commented out by default so as not to require everyone to amend the properties to reference Selenium 2.0
Chapter 38: In Closing

If you have worked your way through the book to this section then you should now have a good grasp on the basics creating production ready tests in Java using Selenium-RC with the Selenium 1.0 interface.

I know that readers have approached this book with very different levels of experience with programming, automated testing in general, and Selenium.

While I have tried to explain everything as well as I can, I still value feedback from readers to help me improve future versions of this text.

There is still a lot to learn, but you should have enough knowledge that you don't get phased by the prospect of learning more on your own.

This chapter I will suggest some avenues for additional learning, but the key way of learning Selenium is to use it.

So:

• write lots of tests,
• refactor your tests,
• keep learning java,
• keep an eye on new updates to selenium,
• read the Selenium source code

Additional Reading

For Selenium:

• read the official documentation on the Selenium website http://seleniumhq.org/docs/
• subscribe to the email feed for the official Selenium Users group http://groups.google.com/group/selenium-users
• subscribe to the RSS feed at the Selenium Stack exchange http://area51.stackexchange.com/proposals/4693/selenium

For Java:

• Books:
  ○ Agile Java: Crafting Code with Test-Driven Development by Jeff Langr
    ▪ An excellent learning guide to Java which teaches Java using Test Driven development.
  ○ Implementation Patterns by Kent Beck
    ▪ An overview of effective Java coding which is a tremendous confidence boost to beginners to Java that keeping your code simple is a perfectly valid coding style used by very experienced developers.
  ○ Effective Java by Joshua Bloch
An overview of effective Java practices which speeds up your learning tremendously.

- Growing Object-oriented Software – guided by tests by Steve Freeman and Nat Pryce
- An excellent overview of abstraction, refactoring and automated unit testing.

Videos:
- Watch Google Tech Talks on Java and Selenium
- Watch the videos from previous Google Test Automation Conference

Web Searches:
- I use Google all the time to search for answers to my queries typically of the form “<thing I don’t know> java example”

Subscribe to the following blogs:
- [http://element34.ca](http://element34.ca)
  - Adam Goucher’s Selenium blog
- [http://seleniumhq.wordpress.com/](http://seleniumhq.wordpress.com/)
  - The Official Selenium Blog
- [http://eviltester.com](http://eviltester.com)
  - The author’s testing blog which contains Selenium posts
- [http://www.theautomatedtester.co.uk/](http://www.theautomatedtester.co.uk/)
  - David Burns’ testing blog. Author of “Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools: Beginner’s Guide”
- [http://seleniumexamples.com/blog/](http://seleniumexamples.com/blog/)
  - Examples and tips for selenium
  - A Testing blogs aggregator where you will find many posts on testing and Selenium.

Use the mindmap:
- Use the mindmap in “Appendix A - Selenium API MindMap” as a summary of the commands and various categories the commands fit into.

Download and study the source-code for this book:
- Follow the instructions in Chapter “Play along at home” and download the source-code:
  - [http://www.compendiumdev.co.uk/selenium/InitialSeleniumTests_JUNIT.zip](http://www.compendiumdev.co.uk/selenium/InitialSeleniumTests_JUNIT.zip)
- Install a subversion client and checkout the refactored source-code from:
Appendix A - Selenium API MindMap

Figure 1: Categorised Listing of the Selenium Commands